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A Fellow of CSCE, Glen Carlin is an outstanding leader and an exceptional engineer and manager, who dealt excellently with the challenging re-decking and other extremely serious deterioration problems with Champlain and Jacques Bridges, developing innovative technical and operational solutions.

Without the interventions led by him, these bridges would have deteriorated excessively, leading to their abandonment. His extraordinary vision and novel solution for financing these infrastructure assets led the Federal Government to implement the design and build approach – an example for owners and engineers to emulate.

Glen Carlin was CSCE Quebec Region Vice-President, and Member of its Board of Directors (2004-2006). He was honoured for his outstanding contributions with CSCE Fellowship (2005), Grand Prix de l’Association des Ingénieurs-Conseils du Québec (Jacques Bridge Redecking), and Prix Meritas of the Ordre des Ingénieurs du Québec (Champlain Bridge Rehabilitation).

Glen Carlin proved his communication skills through interviews with the media and his coauthored technical papers in leading journals and his presentations at conferences and seminars throughout North America. His gifted teaching ability has also benefitted undergraduate and graduate students at Montreal Area universities. He also assisted with final year undergraduate capstone design projects and some master theses at McGill University.

Ladies & gentlemen and Mr. President, please welcome Glen Carlin as a Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada.